Neurons are diverse and can be differentiated by their morphological, electrophysiological, and molec-2 ular properties. Current morphology-based classification approaches largely rely on the dendritic tree struc-3 ture or on the overall axonal projection layout. Here, we use data from public databases of neuronal re-4 constructions and membrane properties to study the characteristics of the axonal and dendritic trees for 5 interneuron classification. We show that combining signal propagation patterns observed by biophysical 6 simulations of the activity along ramified axonal trees with morphological parameters of the axonal and 7 dendritic trees, significantly improve classification results compared to previous approaches. The classifica-8 tion schemes introduced here can be utilized to robustly classify neuronal subtypes in a functionally relevant 9 manner. Our work paves the way for understanding and utilizing form-function principles in realistic neu-10 ronal reconstructions.
at least 10 axonal branches and 1,000 axonal segments were included. To achieve high precision in axonal 48 tree geometry, only neurons with at least 10 axonal diameter values measured were included. The resulting 49 filtered dataset is diverse because the interneurons were taken from different cortical layers of male and female 50 rats (n=312, 78%) and mice (n=90, 22%), and were analyzed by different labs. We focus here on the most 51 prominent interneuron types: basket cell (BC), Martinotti cell (MC), chandelier cell (CHC), neurogliaform 52 cell (NGF), bitufted cell (BTC), double-bouquet cell (DBC), and bipolar cell (BP) (29) . Figure 1A fig. S1.
75
To compare the above classification based on axonal tree morphology to a more common classification 76 based on dendritic tree morphology, we applied an analogous classification approach to the dendritic trees of 77 the same neurons. The resulting F 1 -scores are presented in Fig. 1I . The dendritic tree-based classification 78 better detects neurogliaform cells (F 1 -score of 0.83 compared to 0.356-0.547 in other cell types). This result Description 1 The number of branches 2 Symmetry -mean of the ratio between the number of children in each daughter branch 3 Maximum branch order 4 Mean branch order 5 Difference between maximum and minimum on the x-coordinates (µm) 6 Difference between maximum and minimum on the y-coordinates (µm) 7 Difference between maximum and minimum on the z-coordinates (µm) 8 Sholl analysis -the number of branch intersections at a radius of 100µm from the soma in 3D 9 Sholl analysis -the number of branch intersections at a radius of 200µm from the soma in 3D 10 Sholl analysis -the number of branch intersections at a radius of 300µm from the soma in 3D 11 The number of branches longer than 200µm 12 The number of branches longer than 300µm 13 The number of branches longer than 400µm 14 Maximum path length, the distance from the soma to the farther leaf (µm) 15 Minimum path length, the distance from the soma to the closer leaf (µm) 16 Mean path length, the distance from the soma to the closer leaf (µm) agrees with the observation that neurogliaform cells are known for their thinness and abundance of radiating 80 dendrites (33) . In fact, of the six cell types, this is the only case in which the dendritic tree-based classification 81 performs better than the axonal tree-based classification (F 1 -score of 0.83 compared to 0.781). Interestingly, 82 the dendritic tree-based classification performs poorly on chandelier cells (F 1 -score of 0.356), in contrast to 83 the axonal tree-based classification, that classifies these cells with a very high success rate (F 1 -score of 0.902).
84
Note that bitufted cells are better differentiated by the axonal tree, even though their name was coined due to 85 their dendritic tree structure. 86 We next combined axonal and dendritic tree morphology parameters and applied the same classification 87 scheme as before. This resulted in an improved classification performance: the average F 1 -score increased 88 from 0.777 for axonal trees only and 0.488 for dendritic trees only to 0.817 for the two combined ( Fig. 1J ).
89
The fitted classification models allow us to quantify the contribution of each feature to the classification 
Classification of interneuron types by signal propagation dynamics 97
To study signal propagation dynamics, we measured the response to current stimulus pulses injected into the 98 soma at various frequencies along the axonal tree. Figure 2 shows an example of simulated neuronal activity 99 along axonal branches of a basket cell. In this example, we used the membrane properties of the 'continuous (Fig. 3F ). Including the morphology of the 120 dendritic tree as well resulted in an average F 1 -score of 0.94 ( Fig 3G) . The classification model results for each 121 neuron are presented in Table S1 . 
where R is the number of groups ("species" according to its original definition), and P i is the normalized 205 number of members in each group. 0 D equals the number of groups, and 1 D converges to the exponent of 206 Shanon Entropy (Equation 3 ).
Code availability 208
The code for the models and simulations is publicly available on Github: Table S1 . Detailed confusion matrix. Type   NMO  MC  BC  BTC  CHC  DBC  NGF  Martinotti  NMO 06140  250  4  0  0  0  0  NMO 36965  194  0  0  56  1  0  NMO 37190  245  2  2  0  3  1  NMO 37290  202  0  38  17  0  0  NMO 37291  256  0  0  0  0  0  NMO 37297  235  0  0  0  0  0  NMO 37301  233  5  0  0  0  0  NMO 37672  269  0  0  0  0  0  NMO 37787  201  3  47  0  0  2  NMO 79457  213  0  0  0  0  0  NMO Table S1 : Detailed confusion matrix. The results of the classification based on the axonal and dendritic morphology and activity (an elaboration of Fig. 3G ). The maximum number in each row is indicated by blue background. 04mean_BO  09sholl200  19Total_lng  01brn  24GR2  22max_D  23mean_D  25GR3  26max GR  02symm  07depthZ  15min_PL  06depthY  14max_PL  16mean_PL  05depthX  10sholl300  11l200  12l300  13l400  17max_lng  20max_lng_d  18mean_lng  21mean_lng_d  NMO_79468  NMO_37625   4  2  0  2  4 Martinotti basket bitufted chandelier doublebouquet neurogliaform Figure S1 : A heatmap comparing the distributions of morphological parameters. The parameters were transferred to z-score values. The NeuroMorpho.Org IDs are indicated for each neuron reconstruction on the right side, and the interneuron subtype is indicated by the 'row color' on the left side. The columns are the 28 morphological parameters organized according to the above dendrogram. The left dendrogram clusters the neurons in an unsupervised manner. Figure S3 : Comparison between 10 e-types from the BBP. A heatmap showing the similarity between all 10 interneuron e-types under current pulse frequencies of 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz, and 400Hz in terms of firing pattern, in a basket cell (NMO 06143). In the original experiments conducted by BBP, an elongated current step was induced, resulting in significant differences between these 10 e-types. In our case, the soma was stimulated with strong current pulses, leading to very similar responses in several e-types. Hence, we chose to focus on four e-types: cAC, bAC, bNAC, and cNAC. The response for stimulus frequency of 300Hz. B. 'cNAC' (the same as in Fig. 3B ), C. 'cAC', D. 'bNAC', and E. 'bAC' e-types. The line color indicates the fraction of spike train that propagates: maroon -1, orange -0.75, deep sky blue -0.66, violet -0.5, navy -0.375, dim gray -0.2, and silver -0. The same neuron as in Fig. 2 . 
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